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Official Response Regarding Aboriginal Education Bursaries
Should students without a Status card or without a strong Aboriginal background be
eligible for bursaries?
The question came to us last spring. A parent had wondered if it made sense to allocate an
“Aboriginal” bursary to students who registered as Aboriginal but may not have strong Aboriginal
ties. Sometimes, one may even ponder if there is any background at all.
As promised, I took this interesting point to the Aboriginal Advisory Committee at the October
meeting. The position of School District No. 43 aligns itself with the Ministry directive. The
Ministry is not asking students who self-identify to prove a lineage. That is likely rooted in the
basic principle that many Aboriginal families were assimilated. Some individuals have an
Aboriginal past and they are proud of it, but they cannot necessarily come up with a family tree.
School district No. 43 wants to empower young men and women who feel proud of their
Aboriginal ancestry, and we will not ask them for proof of lineage either. We are not going to
embrace an ambivalent discourse where on one hand we would promote the concept of a positive
awareness of one’s identity as prescribed in the new curriculum, and on the other hand we would
question a person’s identity if they cannot prove lineage. Besides, these young men and women
could possibly “take the torch” tomorrow and fight for Aboriginal rights.
The members of the Advisory Committee were unanimous in stating that once a student selfidentifies, s/he becomes eligible for our bursaries.
Finally, there may be situations that come up when it is obvious a person may not have Aboriginal
ancestry, but may claim it (for example, a Syrian refugee). If you ever have strong doubts that
you can substantiate, please let us know. We will investigate.
Sincerely,

P. Brulot
District Principal, Aboriginal Education

